
Whirlpool® App
Voice Control with a Compatible 

Voice-Enabled Device*†Touchscreen

*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. †U.S. only.

Resource Guide 
Whirlpool® Smart Appliances*
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Inspired by the way consumers care
Our appliances eliminate steps, improve performance and fit your consumer’s 
needs at every turn, helping them keep up with their family’s needs.

The Whirlpool brand consumer:

1    Is a multitasker who gets satisfaction from accomplishing their daily tasks.

2    Looks for brands that empower them to take care of their family.

3    Wants style and technology in their home that complements, not overshadows, family life.

Keeping up with the needs of the Whirlpool consumer means keeping pace with new innovations. More and 
more homeowners are considering smart technology for their home and builders must meet that demand.

*2016 Houzz & Home Report. †Statistics from 2017 Whirlpool Smart Home Survey.

1/3 of homeowners report buying one or more 
appliances with hi-tech features, like touchscreen 
displays or wireless controls during a remodel.*

1/3
2/3 of homeowners and 86% 
of parents surveyed will likely 
purchase a smart appliance next.†



Consumers can interact with 
their appliances in multiple ways 

NOTE: Features may vary by product.  
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. 
Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. †U.S. only.

Smart appliances* help 
consumers care smarter 

For Whirlpool brand, smart means relating on a personal level. That’s why we designed our selection 
of smart appliances to anticipate what comes next and adapt to your consumer’s habits.

Need additional support? 
No problem.

Call the Customer Experience Center 
at (866) 698-2538 with inquiries about 
smart appliances or the connection 
process. A dedicated member of our 
Smart Appliance team is ready to help.

HOW TO CONNECT

Once the appliance is in 
place, it’s easy to connect 
with 3 easy steps:

1    Install the appliance

2     Download the Whirlpool® 
app and create a login

3     Follow 3 steps on the app 
to claim the appliance

Touchscreen
Get instant access to settings that learn, adapt and suggest 
customized presets based on consumer’s routines.

Whirlpool® App
Control smart appliances from anywhere with the Whirlpool® app, 
which offers consumers real-time updates and remote control from 
their smartphone or tablet.*

Voice Control with a Compatible Voice-Enabled Device
Consumers can control their appliance no matter what they’ve 
got on their hands with simple voice commands using the 
Google Assistant or an Alexa-enabled device.*†

USING 
SCAN-TO-CONNECT 

TECHNOLOGY

Add Appliance  
Tap “Add an Appliance” 
to get started on the easy 
connection process. 

Scan 
Scan the QR code 
on your appliance.

Connect 
Once connected, homeowners 
can enjoy the innovative features 
of their smart appliance.



 

Amazon Dash Replenishment 
Automatically reorder dishwashing supplies when they’re running 
low by syncing your Whirlpool® app with an Amazon account.*† 
This feature estimates the amount of supplies remaining and targets 
the right time to order necessities like detergent so they don’t run out.

A home ecosystem that 
simplifies consumers’ lives

Voice Control with a Compatible Voice-Enabled Device 
Consumers can control their appliances with simple voice commands. 
Select Whirlpool® appliances now work with the Google Assistant or 
Alexa-enabled devices so consumers can remotely preheat, set cooking 
mode, stop their oven or check the status of their dishwasher.*†

Explore exclusive information 
about our quality products 
and see how our innovations 
in connectivity can be 
beneficial to your role.

• Product education

• Service and support

• In-depth product, style 
and design resources

Find everything you need to 
meet consumer demand for 
connectivity throughout the 
home at WhirlpoolPro.com.

NOTE: Features may vary by product.
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/
connect. †U.S. only. ‡Away signals may take up to 2 hours. ¥Rush Hour Rewards™ not available in all locations.

Nest Learning Thermostat® Integration†

• Integrate with the Whirlpool® app to be alerted if 
the oven is left on while the consumer is away*‡

• The dishwasher can wash while the consumer is away*‡

• Take advantage of the Rush Hour Rewards™ program to avoid running 
the Smart All-In-One Washer & Dryer during peak energy usage hours*¥

SEE CONNECTIVITY 
IN ACTION AT 

WHIRLPOOLPRO.COM
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How It Works
1    Select from Guided Cooking recipes that fit the user’s profile

2    Follow step-by-step instructions and video tutorials

3     Prompts in the app send cooking instructions 
directly to the appliance at the right times

Yummly is a leading cooking app that allows consumers 
to discover and save recipes, schedule meals, create 
grocery shopping lists and more.‡

YUMMLY® GUIDED COOKING*†

How It Works
1    Open the Whirlpool® app

2    Select a cooking appliance

3    Scan barcode of select frozen foods

4     Send recommended or customized cooking instructions directly to the appliance

5     Receive push notifications throughout the cooking process

Busy consumers appreciate the convenience of frozen foods but still want the right 
settings, even when they’re in a rush. With Scan-to-Cook technology they scan a 
frozen food barcode with their smartphone or tablet and send cooking instructions 
straight to their oven for dinner done the way their family wants it.*†¥

SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY

INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY 
MAKES SMART COOKING SIMPLE

NOTE: Screen images simulated and subject to change. Features may vary by product. 
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect and yummly.com/privacy.  
†U.S. only. ‡Select recipes only. Compatible smart appliance required. ¥Not all frozen foods included.

Multi-Step Cooking
Consumers can use their smartphone 
or tablet to send multiple cooking 
instructions to the oven all at once.*

Keep Warm Setting
Control it remotely through the 
Whirlpool® app to keep prepared 
dishes from getting cold.*

Favorites
Consumers can tap the heart 
icon on the touchscreen to 
save a favorite setting.
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Smart dishwashers allow consumers to download free specialty cycles 
through the Whirlpool® app or customize their own favorite cycles.* 

DOWNLOAD & GO™ OPTION

Plastic Items Cycle 
Provide gentle cleaning with lower temperatures.

Canning & Brewing Items Cycle 
Higher water temperatures deliver the right clean 
for heavily soiled items like those used for brewing.

Custom cycles for 
the right kind of care

NOTE: Screen images simulated and subject to change. 
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. †U.S. only.

More Smart Features
Remote Start
When set to remote enable, consumers can use their smartphone 
or tablet to remotely turn on their dishwasher.*

Amazon Dash Replenishment
Automatically reorder dishwashing supplies by syncing your Whirlpool® app with an 
Amazon account. This feature estimates the amount of supplies remaining and targets 
the right time to order necessities so the consumer always has what they need.*† 
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NOTE: Screen images simulated and subject to change. Features may vary by product. 

*Model WFC8090G; wash and dry a 6-lb load in less than 3 hours 40 minutes, Regular/Quick Wash cycle, Extra Fast spin speed, Extra Dry setting. Model WFC9820H; wash and dry an 8-lb 
load in less than 4 hours 30 minutes, Regular/Normal Wash cycle. †240V electrical connection required. ‡Model WFC8090G; based on a 7-lb load. ¥Models WFW9620H and WFC9820H; 
based on an 8-lb load. §Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. 

Reinvent the laundry routine with a washer and 
dryer in one appliance,* with innovative features 
that help consumers do laundry in fewer steps. 
 
Model WFC8090G features a slim 24" wide design†, 
while model WFC9820H offers a full 27" width.

SMART ALL-IN-ONE LAUNDRY

Consumers can skip adding detergent to every wash and use the Whirlpool® app 
to monitor low laundry supply levels. Simply add detergent and fabric softener 
once, with washers that hold enough for 20 to 40 loads.‡¥

LOAD & GO™ DISPENSER

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
KEEP LAUNDRY ON SCHEDULE

Download & Go™ Option 
With the Smart Front Load Washer, consumers can 
get the right clean for their clothes by downloading 
specialty cycles for items like activewear, swimwear, 
sleeping bags and more.§

Remote Control with the Whirlpool® App
The Whirlpool® app lets consumers start or pause 
the cycle and track progress when away.§

LOADS‡

20
FILL ONCE EVERY

Load & Go™ 
Plus Dispenser

LOADS¥

40
FILL ONCE EVERY

Load & Go™ 
XL Plus Dispenser

Model WFC8090G shown.
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IT’S ALL IN THE FINISH 
DISTINCT STYLES FOR EVERY CONSUMER

MODELS WMH78019H WMHA9019H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 1.9 1.9

AVAILABLE COLORS W / B / Z / V Z / V / N

SMART FEATURES 

SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY*†‡ • •

TOUCHSCREEN — •

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • •

MULTI-STEP COOKING • •

GUIDED SERVICE • •

MAINTENANCE ALERTS • •

REMOTE START* • •

IN-DEMAND  FEATURES

TAP TOUCH CONTROLS • —

4-SPEED, 400 CFM MOTOR CLASS¥ • •

CLEANRELEASE® NON-STICK INTERIOR • •

SENSOR COOKING • •

TRUE CONVECTION COOKING • •

STEAM COOKING • •

ACCUPOP™ CYCLE • •

1,100-WATT COOKING POWER • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH 17-1/8" × 29-15/16" × 16" 17-1/8" × 29-15/16" × 16"

Smart Microwaves

NOTE: Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve.  
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. †U.S. only. ‡Select frozen foods only. 
¥Performance varies based on installation. Resources available at hvi.org.

Whirlpool handle

Whirlpool contemporary handle

Bladed knob

Barrel knob

White (W) Black (B) Fingerprint-Resistant 
Stainless Steel (Z)

Fingerprint-Resistant 
Black Stainless Steel (V)

Fingerprint-Resistant  
Sunset Bronze (N)

Features and Specifications

Fingerprint-Resistant Stainless Steel
This highly versatile, polished finish will brighten the kitchen with a sleek look. Consumers can 
pair this timeless finish with the Whirlpool handle or the Whirlpool contemporary handle.

Fingerprint-Resistant Black Stainless Steel
This rich, matte black finish seamlessly fits in or boldly stands out. For consumers who prefer 
design continuity and a sophisticated twist on kitchen style, bladed knobs, curved handles 
and a smudge-resistant finish will elevate their kitchen.

Fingerprint-Resistant Sunset Bronze
Consumers can add subtle warmth to their kitchen with the soft glow and subtle metallic 
undertones of this brushed satin finish. Contemporary handles and barrel knobs 
complement modern tableware and drawer pulls.

White

Black

Fingerprint-Resistant 
Stainless Steel

Fingerprint-Resistant 
Black Stainless Steel

Fingerprint-Resistant  
Sunset Bronze

Cashmere

Chrome Shadow

Black Shadow
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ELECTRIC MODELS WEE750H0H WEEA25H0H WFE975H0H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 6.4 6.4 6.4

AVAILABLE COLORS W / B / Z / V Z / N Z / V

SMART FEATURES 

SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY*†‡ • • •

YUMMLY® GUIDED COOKING*†¥ • • —

TOUCHSCREEN • • —

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • • •

MULTI-STEP COOKING • • •

REMOTE START* • • •

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†§ • • •

PARTY MODE • • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

FROZEN BAKE™ TECHNOLOGY • • •

TRUE CONVECTION COOKING • • •

FLEXHEAT™ TRIPLE RADIANT ELEMENT • • •

CONVECTION CONVERSION • • •

AQUALIFT® SELF-CLEANING TECHNOLOGY • • •

EASY-WIPE CERAMIC GLASS COOKTOP • • •

DISHWASHER-SAFE KNOBS • • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH (EXCLUDING HANDLE) 36" × 29-7/8" × 27" 36" × 29-7/8" × 27" 46-1/2" × 29-7/8" × 25-5/16"

Smart Ranges
SINGLE AND DOUBLE MODELS WOS51EC0H

WOS51EC7H
WOS72EC0H
WOS72EC7H

WOS97EC0H 
WOSA2EC0H

WOD51EC0H
WOD51EC7H

WOD77EC0H
WOD77EC7H

WOD97EC0H 
WODA7EC0H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 5.0
4.3

5.0
4.3 5.0 10.0

8.6
10.0
8.6 10.0

AVAILABLE COLORS W / B / S S / V Z 
Z / N W / B / S S / V Z  

Z / N

SMART FEATURES  

SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY*†‡ — • • — • •

YUMMLY® GUIDED COOKING*†¥ — • • — • •

TOUCHSCREEN • • • • • •

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE 
VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • • • • • •

MULTI-STEP COOKING • • • • • •

REMOTE START* • • • • • •

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†§ • • • • • •

PARTY MODE • • • • • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

DIGITAL MEAT THERMOMETER — — • — — •

FROZEN BAKE™ TECHNOLOGY • • • • • •

TRUE CONVECTION COOKING — • • — • •

CONVECTION CONVERSION — • • — • •

SELF-CLOSE DOOR(S) — • • — • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH  
(INCLUDING HANDLE)

28-3/4" × 30" × 26-7/16"
28-3/4" × 27" × 26-3/8"

28-3/4" × 30" × 26-7/16"
28-3/4" × 27" × 26-7/16" 28-3/4" × 30" × 26-7/16" 51-1/2" × 30" × 26-7/16"

51-1/2" × 27" × 26-7/16"
51-1/2" × 30" × 26-7/16"
51-1/2" × 27" × 26-3/8" 51-1/4" × 30" × 26-7/16"

Smart Wall Ovens

GAS MODELS WEG750H0H WEGA25H0H WFG975H0H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 5.8 5.8 5.8

AVAILABLE COLORS W / B / Z / V Z / N Z / V

SMART FEATURES  

 SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY*†‡ • • •

YUMMLY® GUIDED COOKING*†¥ • • —

TOUCHSCREEN • • —

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • • •

 MULTI-STEP COOKING • • •

REMOTE START* • • •

  NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†§ • • •

PARTY MODE • • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

EZ-2-LIFT™ HINGED CAST-IRON GRATES • • •

FROZEN BAKE™ TECHNOLOGY • • •

TRUE CONVECTION COOKING • • •

SPEEDHEAT™ BURNER • • •

FLEXHEAT™ BURNER • • —

AQUALIFT® SELF-CLEANING TECHNOLOGY • • •

CENTER OVAL BURNER • • •

CONVECTION CONVERSION • • •

DISHWASHER-SAFE KNOBS • • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH (EXCLUDING HANDLE) 36" × 29-7/8" × 27" 36" × 29-7/8" × 27" 46-1/2" × 29-7/8" × 25-5/16"

Smart Ranges
COMBINATION MODELS WOC54EC0H

WOC54EC7H
WOC75EC0H
WOC75EC7H

WOC97EC0H 
WOCA7EC0H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 6.4
5.7

6.4
5.7 6.4

AVAILABLE COLORS W / B / S S / V Z / N

SMART FEATURES 

 SCAN-TO-COOK TECHNOLOGY*†‡ — • •

YUMMLY® GUIDED COOKING*†¥ — • •

TOUCHSCREEN • • •

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE 
VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • • •

MULTI-STEP COOKING • • •

REMOTE START* • • •

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†§ • • •

PARTY MODE • • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

DIGITAL MEAT THERMOMETER — — •

FROZEN BAKE™ TECHNOLOGY • • •

TRUE CONVECTION COOKING — • •

TRUE CONVECTION MICROWAVE COOKING — — •

CONVECTION CONVERSION — • •

SELF CLOSE DOOR(S) — • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH  
(INCLUDING HANDLE)

42-9/16" × 30" × 26-1/2"
42-9/16" × 27" × 26-7/16"

42-9/16" × 30" × 26-1/2"
42-9/16" × 27" × 26-3/8" 42-1/12" × 30" × 26-1/2"

Smart Wall Ovens

White (W) Black (B) Fingerprint-Resistant 
Stainless Steel (Z)

Fingerprint-Resistant 
Black Stainless Steel (V)

Fingerprint-Resistant  
Sunset Bronze (N)

Stainless  
Steel (S)

NOTE: Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve. 

NOTE: Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve.  
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect and yummly.com/privacy.
†U.S. only. ‡Select frozen foods only. ¥Select recipes only. Compatible smart appliance required. §Away signals may take up to 2 hours. 
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Black 
Shadow (BK)

Chrome 
Shadow (C)

WASHER DRYER ALL-IN-ONE ALL-IN-ONE

SMART WASHER & DRYER MODELS WFW9620H WE/GD9620H WFC8090G WFC9820H

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 5.0 7.4 2.8 4.5

AVAILABLE COLORS BK/C/W BK/C/W X C/W

SMART FEATURES 

REMOTE CONTROL WITH THE WHIRLPOOL® APP* • • • •

TOUCHSCREEN • • • •

COMING SOON: VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • • • •

DOWNLOAD & GO™ OPTION* • • — —

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†‡ • • • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

LOAD & GO™ XL PLUS DISPENSER • — — •

LOAD & GO™ PLUS DISPENSER  — — • —

FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION — — • •

INTUITIVE CONTROLS • • • •

CYCLES AND OPTIONS

SANITIZE WASH CYCLE • — • •

QUICK WASH CYCLE • — • •

STEAM REFRESH DRYER CYCLE — • — —

CLEAN WASHER CYCLE WITH AFFRESH® WASHER CLEANER • — • •

TUMBLEFRESH™ OPTION — — • —

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH 38-5/8" × 27" × 33-1/4" 38-3/4" × 27" × 31" 33-3/4" × 24" × 28" 38-5/8" × 27" × 31-9/16"

Smart Laundry

NOTE: Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve.  
*Appliance must be set to remote enable. WiFi & App Required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.com/connect. 
†U.S. only. ‡Away signals my take up to 2 hours.

DISHWASHER MODELS WDT975SAH WDTA75SAH

AVAILABLE COLORS Z / V Z / N

SMART FEATURES 

DOWNLOAD & GO™ OPTION* • •

REMOTE START* • •

VOICE CONTROL WITH A COMPATIBLE VOICE-ENABLED DEVICE*† • •

 NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT® INTEGRATION*†‡ • •

AMAZON DASH REPLENISHMENT*† • •

MAINTENANCE ALERTS • •

IN-DEMAND FEATURES

THIRD LEVEL RACK • •

PLASTIC ITEMS CYCLE • •

CANNING & BREWING ITEMS CYCLE • •

  SPRAY ARM • •

SENSOR CYCLE • •

1-HOUR WASH CYCLE • •

TAP TOUCH CONTROLS • •

SOIL SENSOR • •

ENERGY STAR® CERTIFIED • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT × WIDTH × DEPTH 34-1/2" × 23-7/8" × 26-1/2" 34-1/2" × 23-7/8" × 26-1/2"

Smart Dishwashers

Cashmere (X)Fingerprint-Resistant 
Stainless Steel (Z)

Fingerprint-Resistant 
Black Stainless Steel (V)

Fingerprint-Resistant  
Sunset Bronze (N)White (W)

Find these resources and more at WhirlpoolPro.com!

VISIT WHIRLPOOLPRO.COM
to find the expertise, tools and products you need to sell 
more in-demand homes and satisfy your customers.

LEARN WHIRLPOOL

CAD DRAWINGS

SPEC SHEET GENERATOR

Find full product details, warranty 
information and more to keep your 
customers informed.

Get detailed renderings of select 
Whirlpool Corporation products for 
designers, contractors and more.

Combine and compare 
Whirlpool Corporation products 
for your customers.

Discover how Whirlpool 
Corporation products can help 
you satisfy consumer needs.

PRODUCT CATALOG
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